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When you begin thinking about hosting a TLG tournament, 

you may be unsure of what to expect. We hope that this short 

Tournament Host Guide will give you confidence as you gather Redemption® players together for a time of 

competition and fellowship. This guide is intended to be supplemental to the Official Redemption® Rulebook 

found in the 4th Edition Decks and online at www.cactusgamedesign.com/downloads.htm. This guide aims to 

walk you through the process of planning, registering, and hosting a TLG Open and/or Invite Redemption® 

tournament. When you see “Recommended”, we suggest you do that if this is your first event.  

I. BEFORE THE TOURNAMENT  

 A. Determine a Location for the Tournament  

  1. Adequate Space: One game can take up a great deal of space so tables need to be available. 

  Six-foot rectangle tables will accommodate four players (two games of two). Eight- foot tables 

  will accommodate six players (three games of two). Round tables are not recommended.  

  2. Restrooms: Tournaments can run for hours so restrooms are essential.  

  3. Food and Drink: Tournaments can run through breakfast, lunch, and/or supper. A location 

  close to fast food restaurants or grocery stores is best. You can also provide snack foods, 

  pretzels, chips, popcorn, bottled water, soft drinks, etc.  

  4. Central Location: Find a site central for players in your area.  

 B. Determine the level of Tournament & Categories of Play  

 Please be aware that the TLG Major Tournament Season runs January (States), February (Regionals), 

 and March (Championship). Our Circuit Series runs the rest of the year and can be customized to offer 

 as many categories as you choose. (Note: At the Invite level events, players who placed in the top two 

 in any category at the State or Regional Level will have free entry vouchers to use for the category 

 they placed top two in, and thus have an “invite” to your event.) In order to host any tournament 

 beyond a Circuit Open, you must have hosted the preceding level Event or equivalent to be approved.  

 TLG CURCUIT OPEN includes 1 TLG play mat and 3 TLG $5 prize certificates ($25) NOW 

  The Circuit provides prize support for one category of play. You may add additional categories 

  of play to this level for $20 per category which will add 1 play mat and 3 prize certificates each.

 TLG STATE OPEN includes 6 TLG play mats and 18 TLG $5 prize certificates ($125) JANUARY  

  The State provides prize support for all 6 categories of play.  

 TLG REGIONAL INVITE includes 6 TLG play mats and 36 TLG $5 prize certificates ($200) FEBRUARY 

  The Regional provides prize support for all 6 categories of play with twice the prizes of States. 

 TLG CHAMPIONSHIP INVITE includes 6 TLG play mats and 72 TLG $5 prize certificates ($350) MARCH 

  The Championship provides prize support for all 6 categories of play with twice the prizes of  

  Regionals. TLG will be on site to help run the event and offer our full line of products.  

  *Additional play mats for prizes may be added for $12 each.  

  **Only ONE State event per state, one Regional event per region, and one Championship will 

  be run  each year so please get your application in early to ensure you get a chance to host it.  

TOURNAMENT  

HOST GUIDE 
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 C. Choose the Categories of Play (Circuit Only — All other Levels Offer All Categories) 

 Once you have chosen categories of play you will offer, determine what product if any you need to 

 have on hand to run those categories (TLG sells sealed product too). If you are running Teams, you 

 might also want to add an additional play mat to your prize pool if you want both players to get one.  

 There are six categories (standard Cactus Rules apply unless otherwise stated) of play which include:  

  1) Sealed Deck — 2 Player 

  Players receive one random Starter Deck and three Booster Packs from the available  

  expansion sets of their choice. They may add any cards from the packs into their deck. Players 

  may trade with their first opponent but after that, the deck they construct is the deck they 

  play for the remainder of the category. (Product Needed: Starter Decks and Booster Packs)   

  2) Booster Draft —2 Player  

  Players receive at least six booster packs (one each from available expansion sets). Starting 

  with the first pack each player should take one card, put it face down in a single pile, and pass 

  the remaining cards to the player next to them (left for the first pack and then alternating 

  each additional pack). Upon receiving the pack they repeat the same process as with the first 

  pack and so on. This goes on until all cards are drafted. NOTE: The host may substitute box 

  packs for boosters or random Sealed Tins from Rock of Ages or Faith of our Fathers for all the 

  packs instead. (Product Needed: Booster Packs/Boxes or Tins and plenty Generic Lost Souls)   

  3) Type 1 — 2 Player 

  Players bring their pre-built decks to the tournament. Decks are to be built to the Type 1 deck 

  building rules found in the Redemption® 4th Edition Rulebook. A Deck List is to be filled out.  

  4) Type 2 — 2 Player 

  Players bring their pre-built decks to the tournament. Decks are to be built to the Type 2 deck 

  building rules found in the Redemption® 4th Edition Rulebook. A Deck List is to be filled out.  

  5) Type 1 — Teams 

  Teams bring their pre-built decks to the tournament. Decks are to be built to the Type 1 deck 

  building rules found in the Redemption® 4th Edition Rulebook. Deck Lists are to be filled out.  

  6) Sealed Deck — Teams  

  Teams get two identical Starter Decks and six Booster Packs of their choosing. Teams have a 

  half hour to construct and sleeve their two decks using their Starters and Packs collectively as 

  one card pool to construct from. Teams are not paired until after their decks are built, so they 

  can not trade with their first opponent. (Product Needed: Starter Decks and Booster Packs)  

 Be aware that all categories of play require decks to be sleeved, so having some sleeves on hand 

 would be a good idea, especially with newer players. Decks in Open categories (3, 4, & 5) need to be 

 checked in before play begins using their deck list, making sure they follow deck building rules. Sealed 

 categories need to be checked for the correct number of Lost Souls. You will likely need help with this.  
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 D. Prepare to Run Swiss Rounds with Top Cut if Needed 

 All TLG Events will utilize Top Cut after the prescribed number of Swiss rounds have been completed.  

 All players play the same number of rounds in a series of timed games (known as Swiss Style)  

 which usually only allows players to play one game per opponent. At the conclusion of each round, 

 players are awarded either a Win (1 Point) or a Loss (0 Points). In the event of a match timing  

 out in Swiss play, the player who went second at the beginning of the match will complete  

 their current or next turn (if the other player is within their turn), and if scores are still tied, a  

 Tie (1/2 Point) will be issued. After each round, players are paired up with other players   

 having similar records. If a player would be issued a BYE during the event it will be scored as a full 

 WIN with a ZERO Lost Soul differential. If a player is 5 or more minutes late to a round, they will be 

 issued a LOSS. If a player leaves an event early they will be removed from the event. The winner of 

 the category is the player with the most wins after the set number of Swiss rounds are completed. 

 Any identical win/loss records at the conclusion of Swiss play of an event will be reconciled and  

 seeded using the soul differential (number of souls a player rescued minus the number of souls that 

 player surrendered), head to head, then their opponents strength (combined win/loss record). You 

 are done...unless you have over 8 players in attendance in which case, Top Cut will now begin.  

 Top Cut is a playoff of sorts where players are seeded according to their current tournament 

 standings and play in a single elimination tournament to determine the Champion of the event. In  

 the event of a match timing out in Top Cut play, the player who went second at the beginning of the 

 match will complete their current or next turn (if the other player is within their turn), and if scores 

 are still tied, players will continue to play until the next soul is rescued which will advance the  

 rescuing player and will eliminate the surrendering player from the tournament. Below are the  

 minimum rounds to play with increasing attendance levels and Top Cut brackets (State and Regional 

 events will run Swiss Rounds +1 and the Championship event will run Swiss Rounds +2):  

 

 Players  Swiss  Top Cut  Players  Swiss  Top Cut 

 2   1 Round  Swiss Only   13-20   5 Rounds  Top 4  

 3-4   2 Rounds  Swiss Only   21-32   5 Rounds  Top 8 

 5-8   3 Rounds  Swiss Only   33-64   6 Rounds  Top 8  

 9-12   4 Rounds  Top 4    65-128  7 Rounds  Top 8  
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 Players record their results from each round on a Score Card which players turn in after each round. 

 See the sample Score Card below that can be downloaded from the Host Forms area on our website.  

 

 

 

 

 

 The Lost Souls rescued in an individual game cannot exceed the rescues needed to win the game  

 which are 5 in Type 1 and 7 in Type 2. Anything beyond that will not be counted.  

 E. Determine Event Times Based on Anticipated Attendance and Rounds (1 Round = 1 Hour) 

 Once you have determined the location, level, and categories, it’s time to determine when to start. 

 Having a good idea how many players might be in attendance can help give you some idea how early 

 to begin. When hosting more than one category of play you might need to schedule two or more  

 categories simultaneously. If this occurs players will need to choose one category over another. 

 Please see the chart on the preceding page for number of round required by attendance levels. 

 Please be aware that State and Regional events will run 1 additional Swiss Round over the minimum 

 and the Championship event will run 2 additional Swiss Rounds over the minimum.  

 F. Determine Fees for Tournament Participants 

 Most tournament hosts charge an entrance fee to offset the costs of the tournament. Make sure you 

 charge enough to cover the costs of:  

  -Renting the building     -Electricity and custodial costs  

  -Paying for any food/ drink purchased.  -Sealed product used in Sealed and Booster. 

  -Any additional prizes given out beyond those provided by Three Lions Gaming. 

 G. Register with Three Lions Gaming  

 To register, download the Host Application from our website which can be found on our site at 

 www.threelionsgaming.com/#!host-forms/c1t0y. Please read through the document carefully. By 

 submitting your application, you are agreeing to abide by all of the TLG Event Rules listed here and on 

 the Host Application. Any Official Cactus rules not altered or replaced by TLG Event Rules will remain 

 in effect. NOTE: A registration fee is required for each event you host through us. Fees are listed on 

 the application and can be paid with a check, money order, or via PayPal.  

 H. Publicize the Event  

 -Post an announcement at your local Christian bookstore that sells Redemption®.  

 -Send fliers to any local church youth groups who have Redemption® players.  

 -Contact the Religion editor of your local newspaper to cover your event.     

 -Contact regional Christian newspapers or event listing.       

 -Of course we will list your event on our site at www.threelionsgaming.com/#!events/c1x9v  
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 I. Have Plenty of Volunteers Available  

 Having people on hand who are willing to help is incredibly valuable. If you plan on having 15 or 

 fewer players you can likely run the tournament yourself. However, a good rule of thumb is to have 

 one person for every fifteen players expected to be in attendance. Don’t forget to add one person to 

 the sales table if you plan on selling food, merchandise, etc. Sometimes players will bring interested 

 friends who will want to learn the game. You can designate a helper to teach these interested people 

 how to play during the tournament. It is usually not a good idea to let players who do not know yet 

 how to play the game play in the tournament since it can be discouraging and can cause event delays.  

 II. DAY OF THE TOURNAMENT  

 A. CHECKING-IN & MANAGING DECKS  

 When players are being registered they will either have to receive a deck and/or booster packs 

 (Sealed Deck and Booster Draft play) or they will be turning in a deck and Deck List to be checked 

 (Type 1 and Type 2 play). NOTE: Sealed Deck and Booster Draft decks must be checked before play as 

 well, but that happens after they construct their deck while at the venue.  

  1. Sealed Deck -  2 Player  

  Either the I or J deck is provided by the tournament host at random to each person. The  

  player MAY NOT pick which starter deck they receive. The player will also receive three  

  booster packs from any available expansion set of their choice without knowing their deck.

   -Players examine their decks and open their booster packs. Each player will have  

   between 74 and 80 cards with which to build their deck.      

   -Players begin constructing their decks according to guidelines given for Type 1 decks 

   with the following exception: only one single-colored site per deck is allowed and any 

   cards you get in your packs can be put in your deck (in play duplicate rules still apply). 

   -Players are given 15 minutes to build their decks and then will be paired to play. 

   -Decks must contain a minimum or fifty cards and must have the prescribed number of 

   lost souls in their decks. The host should provide additional lost soul cards if needed.  

  2. Sealed - Teams (see Type 1 Teams for special “Teams only” rules) 

  Two of either the I or J deck is provided by the tournament host at random to each team. The 

  teams MAY NOT pick which starter deck they receive. The teams will also receive six booster 

  packs from any available expansion set of their choice without knowing their deck.  

   -Teams examine their decks and open their booster packs. Each team will have  

   between 148 and 160 cards with which to build their two decks.   

   -Teams begin constructing their decks according to guidelines given for Type 1 decks 

   with the following exception: only one single-colored site per deck is allowed and any 

   cards you get in your packs can be put in your deck (in play duplicate rules still apply). 

   -Teams are given 25 minutes to build their decks and then will be paired to play.  

   -Decks must contain a minimum or fifty cards and must have the prescribed number of 

   lost souls in their decks. The host should provide additional lost soul cards if needed.  
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  3. Booster Draft -  2 Player 

  Players build their decks from at least six expansion packs of cards. Each player is given one of 

  each type of booster from six expansion sets as determined by the host. These can include 

  Unlimited, Prophets, Apostles, Patriarchs, Kings, Angel Wars, Priests, Thesaurus Ex Preteritus, 

  Disciples, Early Church, and Persecuted Church. Another option is that the host may supply 

  each player with a Faith of Our Fathers or Rock of Ages tin. Note: the host is allowed to give 

  each player more than six booster packs but, six is the absolute minimum you can provide.  

  Players sit in draft pods of no more than seven players. If there are more than seven players, 

  draft pods should be as close to the same size as possible. With up to seven players you  

  should have one pod, up to fourteen players have two draft pods, so on and so forth.  

   -Players are responsible for bringing 8 generic lost souls cards with no special  

   abilities to the table (7 souls for a 50-56 card deck and 8 souls for a 56-63 card deck). 

   If you pull a lost soul card from a pack then you can substitute it for one that you  

   brought to the table which is the only way you can play a soul with a special ability.

    -Starting with the first pack each player should take one card, put it face down in a 

   single pile, and pass the remaining cards to the player next to them (left for the first 

   pack and then alternating each additional pack). Upon receiving the pack they repeat 

   the same process as with the first pack and so on until all cards are drafted. Players 

   open the same pack during each phase of the draft and work from oldest pack to 

   newest. If tins are used, players keep all the tin cards but still draft the packs as usual.  

   -Players look at the cards they drafted and have ten minutes to assemble a deck. Each 

   player will have at least 54 cards and are allowed to remove cards if they wish. Each 

   player adds the appropriate number of lost soul cards to their deck to make it legal. 

   When players finish building their decks or when deckbuilding time has expired, a 

   judge will check their deck to confirm that it is legal before00 play begins.  

   -Players must play a minimum of fifty cards in their decks.  

  4. Type 1 - 2 Player & Type 2 - 2 Player 

   -All decks should conform to deck building rules in the Official Redemption® Rulebook. 

   Type 1 decks cannot exceed 154 cards and Type 2 decks cannot exceed 252 cards.  

   -Only one deck may be checked in per category and must have a Deck List filled out.  

   -A player must have their deck organized as follows for deck check-in:   

    a. Lost Soul cards (7 for first 56 cards and 1 for each additional 6 cards)  

    b. Site cards (cannot exceed number of Lost Soul cards)    

    c. Dominant cards (cannot exceed number of Lost Soul cards)  

    d. Fortress cards (first good then evil)     

    e. Artifact cards then Dual Alignment cards     

    f. Multiple Brigade Enhancement cards (first good then evil)   

    g. All Single Brigade offensive cards (grouped by brigade including Covenants) 

    h. All Single Brigade defensive cards (grouped by brigade including Curses)  

   -After check-in, no other decks may be presented by a player for that category of play.  
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   -Players may not trade, add to or remove cards from their decks between rounds. The 

   only exception is the “Haman’s Plot” card. (See rule in “Tournament Rules” below.)  

   -The winner in Type 1 is the first to redeem 5 lost souls.     

   -The winner in Type 2 is the first to redeem 7 lost souls.  

  5. Type 1 - Teams  

  Both members of each team bring a pre-constructed tournament legal Type 1 deck. Sit in an 

  alternating fashion around the table where no team sits next to each other. Each team tries to 

  rescue 5 Lost Souls. Standard Type 1 game rules apply with the following exceptions:  

   -Teams share a common Land of Bondage, Land of Redemption and Fortress cards. 

   -The rest of the cards are unique to each player (GCs, ECs, artifact pile, draw pile, 

   discard pile, hand) and are treated like a standard Type 1 game.    

   -Occupied sites are in the common land of bondage while unoccupied sites return to 

   the owner's territory.          

   -The "intro-prep phase" is used, which allows all players to put down characters,  

   warrior-class and territory-class enhancements, fortresses, sites (and put LSs in them), 

   and artifacts out of their original draw-8 before the first turn.    

   -The "2nd player draw" rule is also used meaning that only the first player to take a 

   turn does not draw three cards to start their turn.      

   -When the current player makes a rescue attempt, the opponent to their left has the 

   choice to block or to "pass the block" to their teammate.     

   -Whenever a card refers to an opponent(s) it can never effect a teammate.  

   -A card that references a player can affect any player.     

   -A team can only collectively play ONE copy of any Dominant card and once played, 

   that card is displayed in that teams Land of Redemption for verification purposes. 

   -Only ONE player can utilize the SOG/NJ combo, not one from each teammate.  

   -Rescues or Battle Challenges must be initiated by the player whose turn it currently is 

   and can only be made with a Hero the current player controls.    

   -Cards may be put into fortresses by either player on a team during their turn, and 

   removed from a fortress by either player on a team during their turn. This allows  

   passing of characters (via Kingdoms of this World and Goshen) and enhancements (via 

   Storehouse). It also allows limited shared control of artifacts (via any “Temple” card). 

   -Because fortresses are shared, their abilities also affect both people on a team.  

   -You cannot play enhancements on your teammates characters.    

   -Wall of Protection does not prohibit you from banding to your teammates characters. 

   -If you or your teammates characters are set aside in your battle, because you  

   temporarily controlled them, those characters return on your turn interval, not theirs. 

   -Table Talk is an inevitable part of team play. It is allowed, but be careful what  

   information you share, it may benefit more than just your teammate. All discussions 

   must be in English. If you choose to reveal a card or cards from your hand it must be a 

   universal disclosure.  
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 B. CANCELING CATEGORIES  

 Because State, Regional, and Championship tournaments must offer all six categories of play, hosts 

 may not have the minimum number of players/teams registered to play the event. In that case, ten 

 minutes prior to the scheduled start of the event, the host may cancel the category. A minimum of 2 

 players/teams must register to run a category.  

 C. TOURNAMENT RULES  

 1. Regarding Play            

  -All tournament games abide by the Redemption® Rulebook 4th Edition and the Redemption 

  Exegetical Guide (REG). The REG is a supplemental rulebook officially endorsed by Cactus. It 

  can be found at www.cactusgamedesign.com/downloads.htm     

  -There will be NO house rules in TLG Tournament play.      

  -All advanced rules in the Redemption® Rulebook 4th Edition that will be used during the 

  tournament must be announced by the judge prior to deck check-in.    

  -Players will be assigned to their opening round match at random.    

  -Mulligans: 

  =Players draw 8 cards, place drawn Lost Souls in Land of Bondage, and redraw for any  

  Lost Souls placed in Land of bondage until they have 8 cards.  

  =The first opportunity to mulligan goes to the player who drew the most Lost Souls. Any ties 

  are to be broken by dice roll or the like. After a player has completed the following steps OR 

  declined the opportunity to mulligan THEN the opportunity given to the next player:   

   Grace // Player keeps any cards they choose from their opening hand and shuffles the 

   cards being mulliganed back into their draw pile.  

   Mercy // Player draws cards from the top of their deck equal to the number they 

   shuffled, places drawn Lost Souls in Land of Bondage, and redraws for any Lost Souls 

   until the player has 8 cards.   

  =Once players have had the opportunity to mulligan once, the game begins as normal with 

  the option to go first being given to the player who drew the most Lost Souls. Any ties are to 

  be broken by dice roll or the like. 

  -In 2 Player games, the 2nd player draws 3 cards to start his turn.     

  -In Teams games, all players draw 3 cards to start their turns.     

  -A player may only rescue Lost Souls from his or her opponent’s Land of Bondage.  

  - Hand Limit: At no time may the cards in your hands exceed 16. This rule takes precedence 

  over any instruction on a card. If you play a card that instructs you to draw cards you must 

  stop at 16. During Discard Phase reduce your hand to eight (unless a card alters hand size).  

  -Players must return their deck to the deck check-in table after each round.   

  -Following their game, players may quietly observe other games that are in progress.  

  -Intentional distraction of games will result in that person being asked to leave the area.  

  -Once Top Cut is reached, non-players will asked to leave the area (good time for side events).  
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 2. Regarding Specific Cards  

  a. “Haman’s Plot” 

  -The only exception to the prohibition against changing a legal deck is the necessary removal 

  of “Haman’s Plot” from a deck once its ability has been used. It is a good idea for players to 

  check-in a deck with at least one card above the minimum cards needed for the Lost Souls in 

  their deck if they are playing “Haman’s Plot” (i.e. 51 cards instead of 50). In type 2, both the 

  torn “Haman’s Plot” and one good card must be removed from the deck between rounds, to 

  keep the deck legal for the next game. If the removal of a “Haman’s Plot” causes a deck to 

  become illegal (i.e. fall below 50 cards in type 1or 100 cards in type 2), that player will be 

  disqualified from the tournament.  

  b. All Search Cards 

  -Whenever a specific search card; a card that allows a player to search a discard or draw pile 

  for a specific type of card  is played (i.e. “search draw pile for one good enhancement…), that 

  player must show his/her opponent what card was chosen. Revealing the card is not  

  necessary for search cards with no limitations (i.e. “search discard pile for one card…”)  

  c. “Mayhem” 

  --No player may play the Dominant, Mayhem during the first round of play.  

 3. Regarding Timing  

  (Once a player’s opponent has completed their turn, the player’s turn begins.)  

  a. Draw phase, Upkeep phase and Prep phase: [90 seconds]  

  The Player has 90 seconds to draw 3 cards, take actions they wish prior to the Battle phase, 

  and place at least one Hero into Battle. If the player has not placed a Hero into Battle within 

  that time limit, the player forfeits their Battle phase for that turn and skips to Discard phase.  

  b. Battle phase: [30 seconds per card]  

  Since another player is now involved the time limits are for each individual card played.  

  (Example, I place a Hero into Battle, you have 30 seconds to present a blocker. The player that 

  has initiative then has 30 seconds to play the next enhancement card, etc.) If more than 30 

  seconds have elapsed since the last card was played, then the player whose burden it is to 

  play a card loses initiative. If that player’s characters are losing, then the Battle is resolved 

  without any more cards being played. However, if the Battle is in a stalemate or mutual  

  destruction situation then initiative immediately passes to the other player.  

  c. Discard Phase: [90seconds]  

  Following the conclusion of the rescue attempt, the player whose turn it is, now has 90  

  seconds to set cards aside, place characters into his territory, play dominant cards, and  

  discard cards. If the player has not reduced his hand down to eight cards or less by the time 

  the 90 seconds have elapsed their opponent shall randomly discard cards from the player ’s 

  hand down to eight cards (unless something is modifying their end of turn hand limit such as 

  Table of the Law in which case they would take the players hand down to 10).  
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  NOTE: Time does not accumulate from previous turn stages. Any remaining seconds from a 

  previous stage are lost.  

  - Players may have additional time during any stage if they have played a card requiring  

  searching a discard or draw pile or are inquiring about a question / ruling from a referee. 

  -The judge will warn a player if they believe a player is only asking a question to stall for time.  

 D. TOURNAMENT OFFICIATING  

 1. The Judges and Referees  

  -Each category will be presided over by a judge who may be assisted by any number of other 

  judges as needed. A judge may be required to interpret rules and make other determinations 

  during the tournament when players have a disagreement or want clarification.   

  -Judges in the State, Regional and Championship levels are not permitted to play in any of the 

  categories that they are officiating so multiple judges will be necessary if they wish to play.  

  -A judge referee may compete in a category that they are not officiating, as long as each  

  category has one judge overseeing it who is not playing.  

 2. Violation of Rules/Cheating  

  -Any violation of timing rules deemed deliberate (i.e. stalling by taking too much time during a 

  turn) will result in a warning the first time and a penalty of rewarding their opponent one 

  Redeemed Soul each successive time it happens in a single game.     

  -If, in the middle of a game, a player is found to have too few Lost Souls, the player will  

  automatically forfeit the game. (NOTE: If the judge feels the illegal deck was unintentional (i.e. 

  Lost Soul still in previous opponents deck), the judge may decline the forfeiture, find and re

  place the Lost Soul, and  issue a penalty of rewarding their opponent one Redeemed Soul.  

  -Any player found deliberately cheating will be eliminated immediately from the tournament 

  once they have had a chance to be heard according to John 7:51.     

  -A player repeatedly found cheating at a TLG Tournament may be banned from attending 

  future TLG Tournaments at the discretion of Three Lions Gaming along with the Host.   

 3. Appealing to a Judge  

  -A player may appeal to a judge (who has final authority) at any time during the tournament. 

  -At the conclusion of a game a player may ask a judge to re-check an opponent’s deck for 

  legality. If the deck is found to be illegal in any way, the player automatically forfeits the  

  game. The player who called for a re-check in this situation will receive a Win with a +5 Lost 

  Soul differential. (NOTE: If the judge feels the illegal deck was non-deliberate/unintentional 

  and there is enough time remaining in the round, the judge may decline the forfeiture and call 

  for a rematch once the deck has been made legal. The player whose deck was illegal will be 

  issued a penalty of rewarding their opponent one Redeemed Soul before the game starts.  

   NOTE: Redemption® is a very complex game to judge. Judges are to be well acquainted with 

  the rules of play found in the 4th Edition Official Rules, the REG, and any pertinent rulings 

  threads on the Cactus Game Design Message Boards. Remember, all judge rulings are final. 
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  ADVICE: If you believe a judge is ruling contrary to official rules, please accept their current 

  ruling and then politely and in private, speak with them about it after your game has ended.  

III. AFTER THE TOURNAMENT  

 A. AWARDING WINNERS  

 Tournament Prizes can be awarded to players in one of these four different ways in TLG Events.  

 1. Play Mat and Price Certificate Prizes 

  The default way to award prizes is through our Prize Certificates. These are coupon codes that 

  are unique to your event that will allow players to get product directly from the TLG site. A 

  play mat and a specified number of Prize Certificates are included with each hosting package. 

 2. Play Mat and Sealed Product Prizes (we provide) 

  Another option for prize support is for us to send the equivalent to what you would have 

  gotten with Prize Certificates in sealed product instead. This is a good option for newer play

  groups who don’t already have a lot of cards. You may choose the product on the Tournament 

  Application and an additional $10 shipping fee will apply to all events using this option.  

 3. Fundraiser Option which includes Play Mat  

  The last two options are a much cheaper option where you will essentially only receive the 

  play mats from Three Lions and you will provide the rest. In the Fundraiser Option, you  

  essentially choose a charity or allow your players to individually choose charities they want to 

  support, collect all of the entry fees, and split half the entry fees between the top three  

  players and the other half goes to the charity/ministry/need of your choice. (ex/ 20 people @ 

  $5 entry / $100 total / $50 goes to charity, $20+play mat to 1st, $20 to 2nd, $10 to 3rd)   

 4. Play Mat and Sealed Product Prizes (you provide) 

  This last option is like the Fundraiser option but instead you are awarding up to the sealed 

  product value equivalent to what the top three players would have received. This has the 

  opportunity to provide some pretty big prizes if you have a good turnout. The only issue is 

  that you must have the sealed product on hand already. This is a good option for established 

  hosts who have product on hand already. If you don’t have product on hand already, don’t 

  forget that Three Lions Gaming sells sealed product as well. 

 Regardless the option you choose, at the conclusion of your event (or at the conclusion of each  

 category), you will reward players who have the top 3 records with your chosen prize support. Below 

 are the TLG minimum prizes to be awarded per category when using Options 1 or 2:  

 

Level   1st Place     2nd Place         3rd Place         _ 

 Cir/St  Playmat + 1 Pack or 1 Box   2 $5 PCs or 6 Packs or 3 Boxes        1 $5 PC or 3 Packs or 2 Boxes  

 Reg  Playmat + 5 Packs or 3 Boxes   4 $5 PCs or 10 Packs or 6 Boxes    2 $5 PCs or 5 Packs or 3 Boxes  

 Champ  Playmat + 10 Packs or 6 Boxes    8 $5 PCs or 20 Packs or 12 Boxes  4 $5 PCs or 10 Packs or 6 Boxes 

       KEY (PCs = Price Certificates / Packs = Boosters / Boxes = Box Packs (TEP, Disciples, TEC, & TPC )  
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 B. RETURN MATERIALS  

 At the end of the tournament, go ahead and collect all of your TLG forms in one place so you don’t 

 loose them. Within one week of your event finishing, you will need to return filled out Event  

 Registration sheet, Deck Registration sheets for every participant, and the Tournament Results sheet 

 to TLG. If anything was not given out, they are yours. It is also a good idea to make a copy of the 

 address list for yourself. Databases can then be created for future tournaments. When you host your 

 next tournament, postcards or fliers can be sent to the players.   

 

IV. APPENDIX 

 A. Three Lions Gaming Regional Map  

 Below is the TLG breakdown of tournament regions in the continental United States. If you are not in 

 the continental United States and would like to host a State or Regional level event, please contact us 

 via our web site and we can help you work that out.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 B. 2015-2016 Tournament Season Play Mat Availability 

 If you are hosting an event this tournament season, you may purchase additional play mats ($12 

 each) for prize support only. At the conclusion of the 2015-2016 Tournament Season in March of 

 2016, any remaining “Help From Above” play mats will be available on www.threelionsgaming.com.  

 C. ALTERNATIVE RULES  

 The alternative rules that have been adopted for the 2015-2016 Tournament Season may or may not 

 carry over to the next Tournament Season. At the end of March 2016 we will evaluate the results 

 reported from our hosts and will determine then which rules will be in force in the 2016-2017 season. 


